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DEPARTMENT OFARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING

Datet 05.07 .2024

Submitted,

Sub: Report on AI, Blockchain and Cloud computing orientation program _Reg

with respect to the above subject, Department ofArtificiar Intelligence and Machine Learnin& sri
sairam college of Engineering, Bengaluru organized one day orientation program for 2nd year

students of AIML on 46l\tly 2024, The resource person Mr. Muthuram covindarasu, Founder and
v CEO oflndigeneous Tech Private Limited, Bangalore, shared his expertise on Artificial Intelligence,

Blockchain, and Cloud Computing. He also provided valuable insights into the expectations

industries have from students.

Session Highlights:

The orientation program is structured around various following features:

. Bitcoin and Blockchain

. Etierum Blockchain

. Hyperledger fabric based Blockchain

. Py'thon Basics and Libraries

. Machine Learning Models

' Deep Learning Models

. Natural Language Processing

. Time Series Model

. Cloud Computing Training (AWSI

The program was highly successful, offering students a cornprehensive understanding of

Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, and Cloud Computing and their diverse applications. Additionally,

the session created a networking platform for like-minded professionals and facilitated

constructive feedback from students.

We &tend our gratitude to Mr.Muthuram covindarasu for his invaluable contributions and

look forward to organizing similar sessions in the future to continue promoting knowledge and skill

developmenl This is for your kindly information and do the needful

Thankingyou,

Yours sincerely
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Glimpse of Session photos
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